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Abstract
The resolution of ground-based telescopes is typically limited to ~1 second of arc because of the blurring effects of atmospheric turbulence. Adaptive optics (AO) technology senses and corrects for the optical distortions due to turbulence hundreds of times per second using high-speed sensors, computers, deformable mirror, and laser technology. The goal of this project is to make AO systems widely useful astronomical tools providing resolutions up to an order of magnitude better than current, ground-based telescopes. Astronomers at the University of California Lick Observatory at Mt. Hamilton now routinely use the LLNL developed AO system for high resolution imaging of astrophysical objects. We report here on the instrument development progress and on the science observations made with this system during this 3-year ERI project.

1. Introduction
The uncorrected resolution of a ground-based telescope is typically limited to about one second of arc on the sky because of the blurring effects of atmospheric turbulence. In terms of the theoretical diffraction-limit, this is no better resolution than a telescope with a 10 cm diameter aperture. Adaptive optics (AO) technology senses and corrects for the optical distortions hundreds of times per second using high-speed sensors, computers, and deformable mirror and laser technology originally developed for the atomic vapor laser isotope separation (AVLIS) program. With present day AO technology, telescopes can reach diffraction-limited resolution, $\theta \approx \lambda/d$, at near infrared wavelengths, 1-2.5 microns. This is wavelength band is of significant interest to astrophysicists studying the physics of galaxy formation in the early universe, star and solar system formation, nearby planetary systems (outside our own solar system), the atmospheres of gas giant planets, and many other astrophysical phenomena. Our system at the University of California
Lick Observatory three-meter Shane Telescope* improves resolution to 0.1 arcsecond, a factor of ten over uncorrected seeing.

The goal of this project is to make AO systems widely useful astronomical tools. In FY 1998 and 1999, the AO system on the 3-meter telescope was significantly upgraded to improve the quality and efficiency of science observations1, 2, 3. The AO system contains a laser, which can produce an artificial beacon for sensing and correcting the atmospheric turbulence in regions of the sky where natural guide stars are not available. In engineering tests in 1996, the AO system’s laser guide star was world’s first to demonstrate corrected images4. We’ve also shown excellent results using natural guide stars as dim as 12th magnitude in engineering tests and science observations since 1996. Today, laser guide star systems have been installed and are being planned on a number of other telescopes around the world, including the Keck 10-meter telescope on Mauna Kea in Hawaii5.

During 1998 and 1999, the AO system was used in dedicated science observation runs by a number of University of California faculty and graduate student observers. Astronomy projects included imaging of newly-forming stars, a search for dim binary star companions, measurements of the mass density of nearby galaxies, characterizing gas-giant atmospheres, and imaging galaxies containing active nuclei.

2. Instrumental Improvements and Technology Development

The Lick AO system underwent improvements in 1998 and 1999 to better accommodate routine science observations. In 1998 we incorporated a new infrared science camera, developed over the previous two years in collaboration with Professor James Graham of the University of California, Berkeley, which is optimized for the higher resolution capability provided by the AO system6. During a break in observing in the winter of 1998, we brought the AO system back to LLNL and modified the AO bench optical layout to improve IR observing2. The new layout allows wide field observations where the natural guide star (usually a bright nearby star in our galaxy) is separated from the science object of interest (for example, an extragalactic object such as a quasar). Automated steering mirrors were incorporated to allow for “nodding” of the telescope over the science field, which is a common observing technique that helps eliminate IR sensor pattern noise, but would otherwise complicate locking the AO control loop on a fixed natural guide star. The software interface and optical bench automation were also upgraded at that time so that the system can be set up, calibrated, and operated by one person from a computer workstation. Over the course of this project, we have developed and tested novel calibration procedures to reduce the internal AO system aberrations to accommodate the demand of diffraction-limited image quality7, 8, 9.

Most extragalactic astronomy and even a large fraction of the study of galactic objects such as young stellar regions, nebular remains of supernovae, etc. will benefit greatly by use of the laser guide star because most targets are not near 12th magnitude or brighter natural guide stars. Our 20 Watt dye laser, mounted on the side of the Shane telescope, produces the equivalent of a 9th magnitude artificial guide star at any direction the

---

* Lick Observatory is located on top of Mt. Hamilton, near San Jose, California.
telescope points. The dye laser is tuned to the 589 nm resonant line of atomic sodium so that it causes the sodium in the earth’s mesospheric layer at 90 km altitude to fluoresce.

In our efforts to make the laser guidestar system a routinely usable instrument, we improved and tested a number of laser subsystem components during this program. Procedures for aligning the pump lasers were improved, making them more stable in power output. Temperature control was installed in the laser room housing the master oscillator, which improved its wavelength stability. Improved diagnostic systems in the laser beam line helped bring the laser launch telescope into better alignment10, 11.

3. Science Programs

Astronomers Andrea Ghez (UCLA), James Graham (UCB), and their graduate students Jenny Patience (UCLA) and Mike Liu (UCB), studied the formation rate of binary stars in the Pliedes and Hyades clusters and other star-forming regions of our galaxy12. There is some evidence that the percentage of young stars in binary systems is higher than the percentage of mature stars in binary systems. This would imply that forming star systems are dynamically unstable and eventually kick out their orbiting companions. One young star system, LkHa 234 shown in Figure 1, has as many as 5 co-orbiting stars13. This image demonstrates the resolving power of adaptive optics. Previous to these observations, ground-based observations resolved only two stars in LkHa 234.

Bruce Macintosh (LLNL) and Mike Liu (UCB) have been searching for low mass companion stars called brown dwarves. These are stars just above the mass limit to initiate nuclear fusion and are quite difficult to observe because of their low luminosity. They are scientifically interesting because they may be an important component of the mass of galaxies and their population densities can lead to a better understanding of the formation and evolution of galaxies. The AO system’s resolving power acts to concentrate the dim star’s light spatially, which helps to overcome background noise thus extending the lower limit of detectable luminosity.

Mike Liu has also been observing dim stellar companions to stars which are known from previous observations to have planets12, 14. There is a question of whether it is common for dynamically stable planetary systems to form around binary stars, or if planets are to be found only around single stars. This has profound implications on the statistics of planetary systems, since most stars are doubles. A spin-off technological benefit of this work is in the development of techniques that will be used eventually for detecting the planets themselves against the glare of their parent star. Detecting planets will require much larger telescopes and AO systems, however the development of the internal calibration technology and understanding of the point spread functions of adaptive optics, driven by the need to observe faint objects next to bright ones, are crucial to future success in this area.

Imke de Pater (UCB) and graduate student Henry Roe have been studying the atmospheric chemistry of Neptune15. The AO system can resolve the dark regions of the atmosphere separate from the bright high-altitude clouds, allowing narrow band filters to probe to particular altitudes of the atmosphere in the unclouded regions (Figure 2). Understanding the optical depth profiles, and altitudes of various haze layers, allows us
to gain better understanding of the energy balance between solar flux and internal heat sources on Neptune.

Extragalactic astronomy is perhaps the most challenging of adaptive optics observations because these objects, galaxies and quasars, are not themselves bright enough to serve as natural guide stars. This year, the approach has been to select extragalactic targets that are fortuitously near (as they appear to us) bright stars in our own galaxy. Andreas Quirrenbach (UCSD) has been observing the centers of several types of galaxies. Radio galaxies emit brightly in the radio wavelengths because the host galaxies have an energetic core. AO infrared observations at high resolution allow the host galaxy to be identified and aligned to the radio observations. Some galaxies have quasars at their nucleus. A quasar is a very bright object associated only with very high red shift (young with respect to the age of the universe) galaxies. The AO system helps resolve the structure of the host galaxy giving insight into galaxy formation physics in the early universe.

While the laser has generated excellent AO correction during engineering tests, it has been used only a few science observations. The companion to the 15th magnitude star FS Tau, at 0.1 arcsecond separation, was imaged using laser guided AO during November 1998 (Figure 3). This is one of the many T-Tauri type young stellar binaries. The observation demonstrates the capability of adaptive optics to probe to close binary separations. Completion of this science project will require a statistical survey of such objects, which is work in progress.

4. Publications

Attached are to this report is a series of journal publications documenting Lick adaptive optics system instrument development during this LDRD project.

A number of astronomers have reported on observations using the Lick adaptive optics system. These are references 12-15.
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Figure 1. Adaptive optics image of LkHα 234, showing five stars in a young stellar system. Previous non-AO observations identified this object only as a binary. Such mult-star systems are usually dynamically unstable, so eventually several of these stars will be ejected from the system. The “ring” around each star is a characteristic of diffraction-limited imaging (the Airy ring). The bright “halo” is residual scattered light due to incomplete AO correction of the atmospheric turbulence. From Liu, et. al., 2000.13
Figure 2. Images of Neptune taken with the Lick adaptive optics system, showing variability of storms in the upper atmosphere. The during the present Neptunian season, southern hemisphere summer, storms are prevalent at the southern latitudes, streaming out along latitude lines. Polar hazes are also evident. From Roe, et. al., 1999.\textsuperscript{15}
Figure 3. A binary companion to a young T-Tauri type star, FS Tau, is detected with the adaptive optics system in laser guide star mode. FS Tau is a 15'th magnitude star, too dim to use as a natural guide star. The companion, separated by about 0.13 arcsecond, is about a factor of 10 dimmer. The image at the left was taken in H band ($\lambda=1.6\mu$m) with the Lick facility infrared camera, LIRC-II, in November 1998. The image at the right is the same image but deconvolved using a known point-source single star, also corrected with laser guide star adaptive optics, as the point spread function reference.
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